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About This Game
Rivalry is a hotseat game where two players take turns moving their rag-doll character’s limbs and weapons using the mouse
until one is victorious. While the beginning stages of each game captures the strategic essence of swordplay, as damage and
limbs are taken, the endgame turns rather Pythonesque.
Imagine a game that's a turn based strategy game, mixed with a side scrolling fighter and then add some rag-dolls and you've got
Rivalry.
As the result of a successful Kickstarter for the marketing on his game at PAX , 14 year old Kew McParlane is presenting
'Rivalry', playable wireframe of his turn based two player sword fighting game of deep strategy and hilarious fun.
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Title: Rivalry
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Kew McParlane
Publisher:
My64K
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2016
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows® 10 / Windows® 8 / Windows® 7 / Windows® Vista / Windows® XP SP2+
Processor: 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: 720p display. Any graphics card since 2004 should work.
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 300 MB available space

English
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Awesome game but you should add more weapons. Awesome
. An amazing game for the money and could easily take off, if you have some friends or something it is a very fun game, but
you both use 1 mouse so no online yet. Would be awesome if the developer could add a character or weapon customiser or
creator and also implement throwing weapons. This game is a ton of fun, and definitely worth $3.
PROS
- Easy to learn, strategic play
- Hilarious positions & situations
- Insane blood effects & limb removal
CONS
(Because it's early access)
- Hotseat only, meaning you have to share a mouse. I plugged in a second mouse so players don't need to be right next to
eachother, but you're still sharing the same cursor.
- No graphics or control options at this time. It defaults to a 16:9 resolution, but it maintained proper aspect ratio on my 16:10
monitor.
- Game is silent (I recommend playing The Matrix soundtrack in the background).
SUGGESTIONS
- Controller support.
- Graphics options.
- When a fight is over, play the fight back in real time.
- More weapons and arenas.
- Character customization.
- Steam workshop support (for the previous two bullets).. This game is a ton of fun, and definitely worth $3.
PROS
- Easy to learn, strategic play
- Hilarious positions & situations
- Insane blood effects & limb removal
CONS
(Because it's early access)
- Hotseat only, meaning you have to share a mouse. I plugged in a second mouse so players don't need to be right next to
eachother, but you're still sharing the same cursor.
- No graphics or control options at this time. It defaults to a 16:9 resolution, but it maintained proper aspect ratio on my 16:10
monitor.
- Game is silent (I recommend playing The Matrix soundtrack in the background).
SUGGESTIONS
- Controller support.
- Graphics options.
- When a fight is over, play the fight back in real time.
- More weapons and arenas.
- Character customization.
- Steam workshop support (for the previous two bullets).. Awesome game but you should add more weapons. An amazing game
for the money and could easily take off, if you have some friends or something it is a very fun game, but you both use 1 mouse
so no online yet. Would be awesome if the developer could add a character or weapon customiser or creator and also implement
throwing weapons. Rivalry. An afterschool project. Also, one of my favourite multiplayer games. I have actually met the
developer, and I must say, I love this game. The massive amount of weapons available is crazy, and the goofiness level is
hilarious. 10\/10. The game is fun but I would hold off on buying it unless you have someone to play it with you can play by
yourself and that is fun but much less then if you had a real peron to fight idk if the devs will honor what they say about the
game but they say it will have Multiplayer over network as they put it if that is true I would tell you to get it but I would say it is
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fun but if you are disaponited be papared to wait as it say 6 months for out of early access but it is fun. 1. launch game
2. see "flee" option
3. see "normal" option
4. think "flee" is a game mode.
5. click "flee"
6. game quits.
11\/10 would flee again.
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To sum it up, it's like 2d Toribash (With simplified movement) and more weapons.
Great fun and looks very promising.
Though, it does take a little time to learn the basics, like many games worth playing, "easy to learn, hard to master". Plus it's $3..
This game gave me the power to defeat my greatest enemies 10\/10. the game is very bare feature-wise right now but that said..
you'll be having fun either epicly striking or flopping your way to victory within minutes.
can't wait to see how this comes along. Loved the game, had us all in stitches. would really love to play this over the internet
though :D very very very fun. Loved the game, had us all in stitches. would really love to play this over the internet though :D
very very very fun. Rivalry. An afterschool project. Also, one of my favourite multiplayer games. I have actually met the
developer, and I must say, I love this game. The massive amount of weapons available is crazy, and the goofiness level is
hilarious. 10\/10. Float like acrobats
During stop motion battles
Miss by an inch; Die
(a haiku). - Quickly reduced son to quivering bloody heap.
- He killed me with double jointed, death from below, gut wounds
11\/10. A wonderful, simplistic little party game.. easy to learn - hard to master.. it's like toribash light, it doesn't take ages to
learn, just click and drag the body part and the timer goes down as you drag.
However.. there are a few cons which are present, but it might just be that they are not present YET..
* No replays.
This is not just a game about winning, it's a game of wits and doing nice moves, even if they don't make you win. A replay at the
end of each combat is a MUST for the future!
* No sound or graphics settings.
Given I've only played this game for a very short while, I might just not have found them yet.. but the main menu only has
"start" or "quit".. you can still use alt + enter to enter \/ exit fullscreen though.
Conclusion?
For 3\u20ac - it's a must have! Since it's, to me, not only about winning.. you don't really need a friend to play it with all the
time, even though it's even better with a friend.. I'll let you know after the coming weekend! ;-)
so..
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To be continued...
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